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One of the great unsolved mysteries of evolutionary
biology concerns the genetic mechanisms underlying the origin of
genomic incompatibilities between species. Two prevailing thoughts
are that such incompatibilities often result from epistatically interacting genes that act as loss-of-function alleles in hybrid backgrounds
or from chromosomal rearrangements that result in mis-segregation
during meiosis in hybrids. However, it is unclear how genes that
cause a radical breakdown in hybrids arise without reducing fitness
within species, and numerous cases of speciation appear to be unassociated with obvious chromosomal rearrangements. Here we suggest that duplicate genes, and more generally any kind of genomic
redundancies, provide a powerful substrate for the origin of genomic
incompatibilities in isolated populations. The divergent resolution of
genomic redundancies, such that one population loses function from
one copy while the second population loses function from a second
copy at a different chromosomal location, leads to chromosomal
repatterning such that gametes produced by hybrid individuals can
be completely lacking in functional genes for a duplicate pair. Under
this model, incompatibility factors accumulate with essentially no
loss of fitness within populations as postulated under the BatesonDobzhansky-Muller (BDM) model of speciation and despite the fact
that they arise from degenerative mutations. However, unlike the
situation often envisioned under the BDM model, no change in the
mode of gene action in hybrid backgrounds need be invoked. The
plausibility of this model derives from a number of recent observations, including the fact that most genomes harbor substantial
numbers of gene duplicates whose turnover is common and ongoing
process and the fact that many genes have complex regulatory regions
that facilitate their divergent resolution in sister taxa.
ABSTRACT:
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A long-standing goal of evolutionary biology is the elucidation of the genetic mechanisms underlying the speciation
process. Although the precise sets of genes that are responsible for reproductive isolation between species pairs are
likely to be serendipitous outcomes of mutation, selection,
and random genetic drift, a general mechanism for the origin of interspecific genomic incompatibility was suggested
by Bateson, Dobzhansky, and Muller (BDM; see Orr 1996
for a review). Bateson, Dobzhansky, and Muller envisioned
a situation in which one daughter taxon would become fixed
for an allele at one locus (e.g., an A to a mutation), whereas
the other daughter taxon would become fixed for a second
allele at another locus (e.g., a B to b mutation). The key to
this model is the assumption that although both of these
mutations are neutral (or advantageous) within the populations in which they arise, they cause inviability and/or
infertilitywhen expressed together in hybrid offspring. Some
mathematical features of this model have been explored (Nei
et al. 1983; Wagner et al. 1994; Orr 1995; Gavrilets and
Gravner 1997; Gavrilets 1999).
Although alternative frameworks relating epistasis and
speciation have been discussed (Templeton 1981; Wade and
Goodnight 1998),to our knowledge, no significant challenge
to the classical BDM model of speciation has been mounted,
and we do not suggest one here. However, despite the appeal
of this model, an explicit genetic mechanism by which mutations with neutral (or beneficial) effects within recently
isolated taxa commonly yield negative effects when expressed together in hybrids has not yet been elucidated.Here
we suggest that the divergent evolution of gene duplicates
provides a plausible and powerful isolating mechanism that
is entirely compatible with the basic features of the BDM
model-evolutionary
changes can be essentially neutral
within species, while having substantial deleterious effects
in hybrid backgrounds.
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It is now well established that the genomes of most eukary0tic organisms contain thousands of gene
produced by an array of events, including tandem dupli-
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cation of single genes, replicative translocation, chromosomal duplication, and polyploidization. For example,
40%-50% of the genes in the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans and in the fly Drosophila melanogaster are recognizable duplicates of various ages (Rubin et al. 2000). The
genomes of virtually all vertebrates (Nadeau and Sankoff
1997; Postlethwait et al. 1998) contain two or more copies
of gene family members for large numbers of functional
proteins. Genomic analyses suggest that the members of
the great ape lineage (humans, gorillas, and chimpanzees),
which diverged only 5 Ma, differ substantially in terms of
the numbers and locations of duplicate genes (Pennisi
1998); and similar inferences have been made for the congeneric nematodes C. elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae
(Robertson 1998). A complete analysis of human chromosome 22 revealed several duplicated regions separated
by substantial physical distances (Dunham et al. 1999).
Probably at least one-third of all flowering plants and even
higher proportions of mosses and ferns are polyploid derivatives (Lewis 1980), and most diploid plants also carry
many duplicate loci (Gottlieb 1982). The relatively streamlined genome of Arabidopsis thaliana contains large numbers of gene duplicates (Lin et al. 1999; Mayer et al. 1999);
many of these duplicates are tandemly arrayed, but there
are also several examples of replicative translocation of
chromosomal regions containing dozens to hundreds of
genes, and the species may have even experienced an ancient genome duplication event (Grant et al. 2000).
It has often been argued that duplicate-gene preservation by natural selection requires the acquisition of a mutation to a novel and beneficial function by one of the
two copies, with the other copy retaining the original function (Ohno 1970; Walsh 1995; Sidow 1996; Cooke et al.
1997; Nadeau and Sankoff 1997). However, because the
vast majority of mutations are deleterious and the null
mutation rate per gene is on the order of
per year
or higher (Lynch and Walsh 1998), the most common fate
of a pair of gene duplicates is thought to be silencing of
one member of the pair within a few million years (Nei
and Roychoudhury 1973; Takahata and Maruyama 1979;
Li 1980; Watterson 1983; Walsh 1995). With this idea in
mind, Werth and Windham (1991) suggested a very simple
genetic mechanism for the allopatric origin of new species.
Although their focus was on polyploid plants, the mechanism that they envisioned applies to any duplicate gene
in any organism.
Consider a fully functional (and fully redundant) pair
of duplicate genes in an ancestral species, fixed respectively
for alleles A and B (which are not necessarily different),
and suppose that two subpopulations of this species become spatially isolated. Letting a and b denote null alleles
for the two loci, then ignoring rare neofunctionalization
events, each descendent taxon will randomly lose function

at one of the two loci. Thus, divergent resolution of the
two loci, with one sister species becoming fixed for A and
b alleles and the other for a and B alleles, would occur
with 50% probability. Hybridization between two such
taxa would then lead to AaBb progeny. Supposing the
haploid product of these loci was essential to gamete function, then if the two loci segregate independently, onefourth of the gametes produced by the F, individuals
would be of type ab and lacking in function. If the loci
were essential to zygote function, then one-sixteenth of
the F, progeny would be of genotype aabb and completely
lacking in viability and/or fertility, and another one-fourth
would contain three null alleles and possibly have reduced
function. With divergent resolution of multiple loci, the
magnitude of hybrid inviabilitytinfertility would be magnified accordingly.
An attractive feature of this model is that it is totally
driven by degenerative mutations, which we know are much
more common than beneficial mutations. Moreover, the
model is functionally compatible with the BDM model in
all respects, except that there is no need to invoke a change
in gene action in hybrid backgrounds. Finally, the premise
on which the model is built-that silencing of one member
of the pair is a common fate of duplicate genes-is well
documented in plants (Wilson et al. 1983; Gastony 1991;
Soltis and Soltis 1993; Gottlieb and Ford 1997) and animals
(Ferris and Whitt 1979; Force et al. 1999).
The level of species incompatibility predicted by the
model of Werth and Windham (1991) is likely to be an
underestimate for the following reason: Under the classical
model of gene duplication, a gene is viewed as having
either a single function or several functions that are not
subject to independent evolution. However, it is now
known that many eukaryotic genes have multiple, independently mutable subfunctions that govern the timing
and spatial location of gene expression (Jack and DeLotto
1995; Kirchhamer et al. 1996; Arnone and Davidson 1997;
Gerhart and Kirschner 1997; Yuh et al. 1998). With this
type of modular gene structure, degenerative mutations
can lead to duplicate-gene preservation rather than gene
loss by a process that we refer to as "duplication, degeneration, and complementation" (DDC; Force et al. 1999).
If one copy becomes fixed for a mutation that eliminates
one subfunction, the second copy will be permanently
preserved, but if the second copy subsequently becomes
fixed for a mutation that eliminates a different subfunction, then the first copy will be reciprocally preserved. As
a consequence of this process, the two members of a duplicate pair of genes can eventually partition the original
expression pattern of the ancestral gene. This phenomenon
is consistent with a substantial amount of expression-pattern data on duplicate genes (Ferris and Whitt 1979; Wes-
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tin and Lardelli 1997; Normes et al. 1998; Force et al. 1999;
Lynch and Force 2000).
Under this more general model for the fate of duplicate
genes, species incompatibilities can arise even in the absence
of gene loss. Unless the subdivision of expression patterns
by duplicate genes follows an identical pattern in two sister
taxa, an incompatibility will exist in their F, descendants
because some two-locus genotypes will be null for one or
more subfunctions. The probability that gene duplicates become preserved by subfunctionalization is a function of the
number of independently mutable subfunctions (z), the rate
at which degenerative mutations arise for each subfunction
(p,), and the rate at which mutations completely silence a
locus (p,). As the total rate of subfunctionalizing mutations
(zp,) becomes large relative to p,, the probability of duplicate-gene preservation by subfunctionalization (P,) approaches 1, while the probability of nonfunctionalization
by gene silencing (P, = 1 - 4) converges on 0. We now
provide a more formal description of the probability of a
species incompatibility arising from the divergent resolution
of a gene duplicate.
In the absence of gene flow, the fates of duplicate-gene
pairs will be resolved independently in two isolated populations. Both populations will experience subfunctionalione will experience subzation with probability
functionalization; and the other, nonfunctionalization with
probability 2P,Pn, and both will experience nonfunctionalization with probability P,Z. As noted above, in the latter
case, the probability of divergent resolution is one-half, and
given its occurrence, the probability that a gamete produced
by an F, hybrid will be lacking in function for a gametespecific gene is one-fourth, while the probability that an F,
offspring will be lacking in function for a zygote-specific
gene is one-sixteenth. In the second case, one species experiencing subfunctionalization and the other nonfunctionalization, one-fourth of the F, gametes and one-sixteenth of the F2offspring will again be lacking in function.
When both species experience subfunctionalization, assuming z unresolved subfunctions at the time of geographic
isolation, there is a [l - (1/2)'] probability that different
patterns of subfunctionalization will have arisen, and this
again leads to one-fourth of the F, gametes and one-sixteenth of the F, zygotes being nonfunctional (fig. 1). Summing up, the expected incidence of nonfunctional F,gametes resulting from divergent resolution of a pair of duplicate
genes in two sister taxa is

e',

whereas that for F2 zygotes is
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Figure 1: An example of divergent resolution of an ancestral palr of
duplicate genes in two sister taxa (1 and 2 ) . The four small boxes to the
left denote independently mutable subfunctions (e.g., four regulatory
regions), whereas the long boxes to the right denote coding regions. A
black box denotes a functional gene component, whereas an open box
denotes nonfunctionality. In this example, the last three subfunctions are
resolved in the same way in the sister species. However, divergent reaolution occurs for the first subfunction-species l loses function a t tht.
A locus and retains it at the B locus, while the opposite occurs in species
2. As a consequence of this divergence, one-fourth of the F, gametes and
one-sixteenth of the F2 zygotes are lacking in functional genes.

The remaining issue is the relative level of P~ and P,,.
Under the assumption of z equally mutable subfunctions,
each of which needs to be present in only a single copy
to endow a zygote with perfect fitness, an analytical approximation for the probability of subfunctionalization is

(Force et al. 1999). Derivation of this expression relies on
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the assumption that fixations of mutations at the different
loci occur as essentially nonoverlapping events, with double null recessive genotypes being sufficiently rare that
selection can be ignored as a factor influencing fixation
events. Computer simulations show equation (2) to be
very accurate for Np, < 0.01, where N is the effective population size (Lynch and Force 2000).
The solution to equations (la), (lb), and (2) shows that
the incidence of incompatibilities increases with the number of independently mutable subfunctions per gene (fig.
2). For F, gametes, I, increases from one-eighth under the
classical model to one-fourth under the DDC model with
high 5 and for F2 zygotes, I, increases from one-thirtysecond to one-sixteenth. Assuming that complete absence
of a subfunction is lethal, with n loci, the expected viability
of F, gametes is (1 - I,)", whereas that for F, zygotes is
(1 - I,)". Thus, since most eukaryotic organisms contain
on the order of 10'-10' genes, it is clear that only a very
small fraction of the genome must be present as unresolved
duplicates in an ancestral species to provide a powerful
mechanism for the passive origin of reproductive isolation.
For example, under the preceding (double-recessive)
model, as few as eight unresolved pairs of duplicate genes
in an ancestral species can be sufficient to reduce F, gamete
function to <lo%, whereas as few as three dozen are sufficient to drive F, zygote viability and/or sterility down to

this level. As noted above, these conditions are likely to
be satisfied in most species.
If more than a single operable copy is required for some
subfunctions in zygotes (haploinsufficiency), then the expected degree of incompatibility revealed in the F2 generation will be greater than that suggested above. Haploinsufficiency is a common phenomenon in mammals, as
illustrated by many examples of dominant loss-of-function
mutations involved in genetic disorders in mice and humans (e.g., Cheng et al. 1997; Oda et al. 1997; Fero et al.
1998; Lamande et al. 1998; Wilm et al. 1998). There is no
reason to expect the situation to be different in other
species, and it is conceivable that haploinsufficiency would
be exacerbated in a hybrid background. In a survey of the
behavior of 114 small chromosomal deficiencies from D.
melanogaster on a melanogaster x simulans hybrid background, Coyne et al. (1998) found nine that caused either
lethality or severe reductions in viability.
The simplest (double-recessive) model presented above
is only able to explain F, sterility for cases in which haploid
gene expression is essential to gamete function. The latter
condition is fulfilled in plants, for which gametophytic
performance is critical (Walsh and Charlesworth 1992; Xu
et al. 1999), as well as in algae, fungi, and other organisms
with a conspicuous and transcriptionally active haplophase. However, the situation is less clear in metazoans

F2 zygotes

1

Number of Subfunctions per Gene, z
Figure 2: The relationship between the ultimate incidence of interspecific incompatibility resulting from divergent resolution of an ancestral gene
duplication and the number of independently mutable subfunctions per gene. Results are given for the situation in which the degenerative mutation
rate for complete gene function is 10 times that per subfunction ( p , / p , = 10).
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with a reduced haploid stage. For example, in Drosophila,
there is no known postmeiotic transcription in sperm
(Gould-Somero and Holland 1974), and sperm lacking in
one or more chromosomes can be fully functional (Muller
and Settles 1927; Lindsley and Lifschytz 1972). On the
other hand, early postmeiotic mammalian sperm are transcriptionally active (Eddy et al. 1993; Yiu and Hecht 1997),
and circumstantial evidence suggests some haploid gene
expression in the sperm of C. elegans (Argon and Ward
1980), although the functional significance of such gene
expression is poorly understood in both groups. Recent
work has shown that the paternal genome is silent during
early embryonic development in plants (Vielle-Calzada et
al. 2000), while much of the maternally derived genome
may be transcriptionally inactive during early embryogenesis in mammals (Mayer et al. 2000). Thus, the quantitative
predictions for I, may in many cases describe F2 inviability
more accurately than do those for I,.
Although F, sterility or inviability is a common feature
of wide interspecific crosses, small introgressions often
have indiscernible heterozygous effects while being lethal
or sterilizing in the homozygous state (reviewed in Turelli
and Orr 2000). Such observations are qualitatively consistent with the predictions of the model proposed above,
although complete compatibility with the theory will require the demonstration that such introgressions are a
consequence of null homozygotes induced by microchromosomal map changes resulting from divergent resolution
of duplicate genes.
Gene Duplication Subsequent to Prezygotic Isolation
The results in the previous section pertain to gene duplicates that are fixed in an ancestral population, such that
all members of the incipient sister taxa initially contain
two functional loci. However, gene duplication events that
arise subsequent to the isolation of two sister species can
also passively promote the origin of postzygotic isolating
barriers. Such events may be quite common, as evidenced
by the dozens to hundreds of young, unlinked gene duplicates that are found in the genomes of most eukaryotic
species (Lynch and Conery 2000). Consider an ancestral
locus fixed for the functional A allele, with a subsequent
duplication event creating a functionally redundant locus
(with allele B) at an unlinked (or weakly linked) site in
one of two descendent daughter taxa. Should the taxon
containing the two loci retain B while losing some or all
of the function of A, then a genomic incompatibility will
arise in hybrids with an AaB. genotype, since aa.. derivatives would be completely lacking in gene function.
In order for this condition to be met, the original gene
duplication (present in a single individual) must first drift
to fixation, and then either A must be nonfunctionalized

or A and B must be jointly subfunctionalized. Assuming
there is no intrinsic advantage to having two functionally
redundant copies of the locus, the probability of the first
event is simply equal to the initial frequency of the functional B allele, 1/2N, where N is the effective population
size. The subsequent probability that the A allele will be lost
by nonfunctionalization is then e,/2, where P, = 1 - is
the probability of nonfunctionalization and the one-half
accounts for the fact that there is an equal probability that
either of the loci will be silenced. The probability that both
loci will be retained by subfunctionalization is again P,.
Assuming a rate of origin of gene duplicates per haploid
genome in each lineage equal to U, and an adult population
size of N in each lineage, then the asymptotic rate of origin
of loci involved in postzygotic isolation is

e

Because the processes of fixation and silencing are dependent on random genetic drift and mutation, it is expected to take approximately 1/2p, generations to reach
this asymptotic rate when Np, < 0.1 and on the order of
10N generations when Np, > 1 (Watterson 1983; Lynch
and Force 2000). Once this point has been reached, depending on the value of P,, the rate of origin of loci involved in postzygotic isolation is then between U, and
2UL,. This rate is not entirely independent of population
size because although P, is independent of N a n d defined
by equation (2) for Np, < 0.01, P, declines with larger N,
until I;: = 0 when Np, > 1 (Lynch and Force 2000).
Letting T denote the number of generations of divergence between two lineages, then the expected viability of
F2 hybrids resulting from gene duplicates originating during this period is approximately (15/16)C;'"'"'T under the
double null recessive model. Based on estimates of the age
distributions of gene duplicates in the completely characterized genomes of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we have estimated
the rate of duplication events to be on the order of
0.002-0.02/gene/million years (m.yr.; Lynch and Conery
2000). Thus, assuming a moderate genome size of 20,000
loci, UL,is on the order of 40-400Im.yr. When we are
= 20/m.yr., the results
conservative and let I;: = 0 and U,,
indicate that 1 m.yr. of divergence would result in F2 viability of approximately 28%. When we are liberal and let
I;: = 1 and U,, = 200/m.yr., the expected F, viability after
only 100,000 yr would be approximately 8% and, after I
m.yr., essentially 0%.
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The Consequences of Chromosomal Location
In the preceding discussion, we assumed a pair of gene
duplicates present on independently segregating autosomes, with the fitness consequences of divergent resolution being the same for both sexes. However, given the
common observation that interspecific hybrids of the heterogametic sex (assumed to be males below) in animals
are much more inviable and/or infertile than those of the
homogametic sex (Haldane 1922; C o p e and Orr 1989;
Coyne and Orr 1997; Laurie 1997; Orr 1997), it is worth
considering the extent to which divergent resolution of
duplicate genes can generate sex-specific incompatibilities.
In principle, the model presented above can directly accommodate sex-specificdifferences in F, performance if autosomal gene duplicates commonly have sex-specific expression. To explain Haldane's rule, autosomal genes
influencing hybrid male performance would have to be
much more common or more mutable than female-specific
genes. This condition appears to be met in Drosophila, where
large numbers of autosomal genes are known to be specifically essential for male fertility (about twice as many as for
female fertility; Lindsley and Tokuyasu 1980; Castrillon et
al. 1993). Recent studies also support the idea that the total
rate of accumulation for hybrid male sterility genes is substantially greater than that for hybrid female sterility in both
Drosophila (Hollocher and Wu 1996; True et al. 1996; Sawamura et al. 2000) and mosquitoes (Presgraves and Orr
1998), and male-sterility genes appear to have unusually
high mutation rates (Zhang and Stankiewicz 1998).
We now consider the consequences of one or both members of a pair of duplicate genes residing on a sex chromosome. Although the idea that the X chromosome is disproportionately involved in the origin of isolating barriers
in Drosophila (Coyne and Orr 1989) has not held up to
close scrutiny (Hollocher and Wu 1996; True et al. 1996),
it remains clear that genes on the X play a prominent role.
In lepidopterans, large numbers of genes involved in reproductive isolation have been located on the X and Y
(Prowell 1998). In addition to their potential bearing on
the issue of sex-specific incompatibilities, the following scenarios provide insight into how divergent resolution of gene
duplicates might contribute to incompatibilities observed
in the F, generation, as well as a possible explanation for
asymmetric incompatibilities that are commonly seen in
reciprocal F, progeny of very closely related species.

Genes on Both Sex Chromosomes
In the absence of recombination between the X and Y
chromosomes, X- and Y-linked alleles can potentially
evolve independently of each other, thereby leading to the
same type of evolutionary partitioning of subfunctions that

arises with duplicate autosomal genes-each copy may lose
one or more subfunctions, with the other copy permanently retaining them. In this case, subfunctionalization
(or complete gene loss) can only occur for genes with
expression specific to the heterogametic zygote, since any
X-linked genes that are non-sex specific or specific to the
homogametic sex must retain complete functionality.
If male-specific subfunctions of an X/Y gene divergently
degenerate in two sister taxa, then the consequences of a
reciprocal cross are expected to be asymmetrical. The Fl
male offspring of fathers from the species lacking in a
critical Y-linked subfunction are 100% inviable (or sterile)
when the mother lacks the same subfunction on the X,
but male progeny of the reciprocal cross have fully competent X- and Y-linked copies (fig. 3). Such locus-specific
asymmetries are expected to accumulate randomly in two
taxa over evolutionary time (with each species losing subfunctions on the X for some genes and on the Y for others),
so that pronounced asymmetry in the performance of Fl
males is expected only in the early stages of reproductive
isolation (when few genes are involved).
Recalling that divergent resolution occurs at levels of
50%-loo%, depending on the extent to which duplicate
genes can become subfunctionalized, these results suggest
that X/Y genes with male-specific subfunctions provide a
potentially powerful substrate for the origin of postreproductive isolation-each such gene in an ancestral
species will ultimately yield an incidence of incompatibility
in F, male progeny of 0.25-0.50, so just six such genes
could reduce F, male viability (or fertility) to between 18%
and 1.5% of normal level. Because it extends to taxa in
which females are the heterogametic sex (birds and lepidopteran~),divergent resolution of genes on sex chromosomes provides a potentially more general explanation
for Haldane's rule than does an explanation based on more
frequent or more mutable male-specific genes, which runs
into problems with species in which females are heterogametic (Wu and Palopoli 1994).
What is the evidence for the divergence of male-specific
genes on the X and Y chromosomes? In most Drosophila
species, there is no compelling evidence that the current
X and Y chromosomes share a simple common ancestry
(Hackstein et al. 1996). Rather, duplication and recruitment of genes between the autosomes and sex chromosomes and between the X and Y appear to be ongoing
processes. This implies that the creation of potential substrate for the divergent resolution of sex chromosomes
does not end with the initial establishment of the X and
Y. The Y chromosome is often not necessary for normal
somatic development in Drosophila, but in 17'of 22 species
tested, it is essential for male fertility (Laurie 1997). In
addition, a role for the Y chromosome has been implicated
in a number of cases of hybrid male sterility (Coyne and
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F, Males
Figure 3: The consequences of a divergently resolved male-specific gene distributed on the X and Y chromosomes. Solid squares denote a functional
gene or gene subfunction, open squares a nonfunctional gene. In species 1, loss of (sub)function has occurred on the X and is preserved on the Y,
while the opposite has occurred in species 2. Divergent resolution results in an asymmetry in F, male inviability andlor sterility.

Orr 1989; Johnson et al. 1992; Lamnissou et al. 1996;
review in Turelli and Orr 2000).
Two fairly well-studied genes, "suppressor-of-stellate"
(Livak 1984; Kalmykova et al. 1997) and the rRNA array
(Lohe and Roberts 1990), are known to have different
distributions on the X and Y chromosomes of the closely
related species Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila
sirnulans. In addition, Drosophila miranda carries a pair of
secondary sex chromosomes, the X2 and the neo-Y, which
have captured an entire linkage group of normally autosoma1 genes, some of which appear to have acquired substantial structural rearrangements relative to their ancestral
states (Steinemann et al. 1996; Steinemann and Steinemann 1997). A potentially revealing experiment would be
to compare the performance of a single X, a single Y, and
both the X and the Y of one species on a pure autosomal
background of another. If reproductive isolation is due to
divergent resolution of X/Y genes, the latter construct
should yield viable and fertile males because it contains a
complete set of X/Y genes.
Gene Duplicates on an Autosome and a Sex Chromosome
Duplicate genes that are present on an autosome and on
the Y chromosome may be common if male-specific au-

tosomal genes are recruited to the Y via the selective mechanism envisioned by Fisher (1931). The evidence for such
recruitment is most pronounced in mammals, where a
small region at the tip of the Y is homologous to a portion
of the X chromosome (the pseudoautosomal region) and
undergoes recombination with it. In her addition-attrition
hypothesis, Graves (1995) raised the idea that the Y chromosome of mammals represents an ongoing historical development of additions, expansions, and degenerations of
autosomal sequences. Well-documented examples of human autosomal genes that have been duplicated on to the
Y chromosome are D A Z (Saxena et al. 1996; Delbridge et
al. 1997; Elliot et al. 1997; Ruggio et al. 1997), RRMl
(Delbridge et al. 1997; Elliot et al. 1997), and TSPY (Man7
et al. 1991; Jacubiczka et al. 1993; Delbridge et al. 1997).
If divergent resolution of a gene with male-specific subfunctions results in the autosomal copy retaining functiosl
in one daughter species and the Y copy retaining function
in the other, then all F, male progeny will have one functional autosomal copy and half will have a nonfunctional
Y-linked gene (fig. 4). In the F2 generation, one-fourth of
the male progeny of males lacksng a functional Y-linked
gene will be lacking in function, and if multiple genes are
involved, a much higher fraction of hybrid males will lack
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plicate with male-specific functions, Fl males will have
zero, one, or two expressed copies depending on the mode
of gene expression. In the absence of gametic imprinting,
the two reciprocal crosses will yield male progeny with one
versus two active copies (fig. 5). However, if maternal
autosomal gene silencing were to occur, then hybrid male
progeny of mothers from the species lacking an active Xlinked gene will be completely lacking in function.
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Although a universal mechanism for the origin of interspecific genomic incompatibility is highly unlikely, certain
properties (unrelated to specific gene functions) may endow some genes with features that promote their involvement in the evolution of postmating reproductive isolation. Three general lines of evidence suggest that gene
duplicates may be particularly common contributors to
this process: first, the large numbers of duplicate genes
and the redundant genetic pathways that exist within all
genomes and their relatively rapid rate of origin; second,
the direct observation of partitioning andlor alternative
silencing of gene duplicates; and finally, the frequent trans-

Figure 4: The consequences of a divergently resolved, male-specific gene
function distributed on an autosome and on the Y chromosome. Solid
squares denote a functional gene; open squares, a nonfunctional gene.
Divergent resolution results in an asymmetry in the properties of F, males:
if the gene influences zygote viability, F, male progeny of males on the
right will be 25% inviable.

function at least at one locus. Some situations may be
envisioned in this case in which F, males are nonfunctional. For example, if the autosomal locus is subject to
gametic imprinting, a common phenomenon in mammals
and plants (Hall 1990; Barlow 1995; Jegalian and Page
1998), the viability of F, males carrying the loss-of-subfunction allele on the Y chromosome will depend on which
parental gamete transmits suppressed allelic expression. If
suppression occurs in paternally derived genes, then Fl
males lacking in Y subfunction are expected to be inviable1
infertile, whereas those resulting from the reciprocal cross
should be viablelfertile.
The movement of genes between autosomes and sex
chromosomes is by no means unidirectional. For example,
cases of transfer from the X chromosome to the autosomes
have been identified within the great ape lineage (Eichler
et al. 1996, 1997) as well as within Drosophila (Yuan et al.
1996). Should gene duplicates distributed on an autosome
and the X become divergently resolved in two daughter
taxa, the consequences for hybrid function will again depend on the mode of regulation of gene expression. For
example, for a divergently resolved autosomalIX gene du-

i'

\

isolation

F, Females
F, Males
Figure 5: The consequences of a divergently resolved gene distributed
on an autosome and on the X chromosome. Solid squares denote a
functional gene; open squares denote a nonfunctional gene. Divergent
resolution results in an asymmetry in the number of null alleles carried
by F, males.
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port of small genomic segments among nonhomologous
chromosomes. Thus, the mechanism that we propose for
the origin of interspecific genomic incompatibility is likely
to be a common one, although we are by no means suggesting that it is the explanation for speciation in all organisms. As noted above, the divergent evolution of gene
duplicates may be a more common mechanism for genomic incompatibility in plants and fungi than in animals,
but there are many plausible situations in which it may
play a role in animal speciation.
The model that we have presented for the origin of
postzygotic isolating mechanisms is completely compatible
with the classical BDM model, in that none of the postulated genetic changes within taxa have negative fitness
consequences until they are exposed as negative epistatic
effects on a hybrid background. The usual explanation for
such behavior is that mutations that have gone to fixation
within one species have never been tested on the genetic
background of other species. This leaves to the imagination
the nature of the genetic changes that are driven by neutral
or adaptive mutations within populations but that suddenly give rise to a dramatic loss of fitness when combined
in hybrid backgrounds. The gene-duplication model provides an explicit and biologically plausible mechanism for
such behavior-complementing pairs of gene duplicates
(or, more generally, genomic redundancies) are essential
and fully functional in their own species backgrounds, but
single members of the pair act as loss-of-function alleles
when introgressed into a species with divergent resolution
at the same loci.
There are three additional attractive features of a model
for the origin of genomic incompatibilities based on the
divergent resolution of gene duplicates. First, the genetic
changes postulated to occur within populations are entirely
a product of degenerative mutations, which we know to
be much more frequent than beneficial mutations. As a
consequence of genomic redundancy, such mutations can
often accumulate in an effectively neutral manner (Li 1980;
Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Force 2000). Second, there
is no need to invoke a change in gene action in a hybrid
genetic background. Loss of function arises as a simple
by-product of Mendelian segregation and independent assortment, and coadaptive gene complexes within species
are nothing more than mutually complementing sets of
genes. Third, depending on the frequency of null alleles
segregating within duplicate loci in an ancestral species,
the time to complete silencing in a daughter taxon will be
on the order of the reciprocal of the null mutation rate
or less (Watterson 1983; Lynch and Force 2000). Thus,
given that the null mutation rate per locus is on the order
of lo-' to 10 per generation, substantial genomic incompatibilities are expected to arise passively by the time
sister species have been isolated for 10' to lo6 generations.

Within Drosophila, the only genus for which the data are
substantial, complete postzygotic isolation is generally
complete within 0.2-2.0 m.yr. (Coyne and Orr 1997), and
qualitatively similar conclusions have been drawn for
fishes (Parker et al. 1985; McCune and Lovejoy 1998).
Two aspects of genomic structure may be particularly
conducive to the origin of species incompatibilities via
gene duplication. First, as noted above, since the genes on
nonrecombining portions of sex chromosomes are effectively isolated from each other, they are free to evolve
independently in the same fashion as duplicate genes on
different autosomes. Thus, by simultaneously creating a
large pool of independently evolving genetic elements, the
origin of sex chromosomes (or the replicative translocation
of a large block of autosomal genes to the X and/or Y)
can provide a substantial amount of substrate for the divergence of two isolated populations. Only those X/Y genes
with effects specific to the heterogametic sex would be
subject to divergent resolution, making them candidates
for involvement in Haldane's rule. Second, the DDC process is expected to be a major genetic mechanism of speciation in taxa that have experienced a polyploidization
event, as this will subject thousands of loci to the divergent
resolution process once the level of chromosomal divergence has reached the point at which the genome behaves
in meiosis as a diploid.
When large numbers of loci are subject to the DDC
process, the stochastic divergence of locus-specific subfunctions over long periods of time could provide the fuel
for many nested reproductive isolation events. In other
words, after an ancestral polyploid species (or one that
has recently evolved sex chromosomes) has diverged into
two lineages by the DDC process, an enormous number
of gene duplicates will generally remain to be resolved.
Such residual redundancies would be expected to contribute to subsequent isolation events, leading to a clustering of speciation episodes around periods of polyploidization or sex chromosome evolution.
As a possible example of such an event, we note the
genome modification that appears to have occurred in the
common ancestor of the major vertebrate lineages. Relative to other deuterostome lineages, the vertebrates are
quite species rich, and the ray-finned fishes are by far the
most speciose of the vertebrate groups. It has often been
suggested that two complete genome duplications directly
fostered the diversification of the vertebrates by providing
new substrate for adaptive divergence (Ohno 1970; Lundin
1993; Holland et al. 1994; Sidow 1996). Although the el,idence for such polyploidization events in the basal vertebrate remains statistically equivocal (Skrabanek and
Wolfe 1998; Hughes 1999; Martin 1999), there is no question that a massive amount of gene duplication occurred,
and the evidence for subsequent genomic duplication
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events in ray-finned fishes is substantial (Allendorf et al.
1975; Ferris and Whitt 1979; Amores et al. 1998; Postlethwait et al. 1998). Direct evidence for the divergence of
duplicate-gene expression patterns among species exists
for catastomids, pufferfish, and zebrafish (Ferris and Whitt
1979; Aparicio et al. 1997; Amores et al. 1998), and Ferris
et al. (1979) found a statistical association between the
silencing of duplicate-gene expression and the rate of speciation in polyploid fish. Thus, an alternative view of the
radiation of the vertebrates, and ray-finned fishes in particular, is that large numbers of gene duplicates initially
provided an enhanced opportunity for the passive origin
of reproductive incompatibilities by the divergent resolution process, which was subsequently followed by morphological divergence (which may or may not have required duplicate genes).
Wilson and colleagues (Wilson et al. 1974, 1975; Levin
and Wilson 1976; Bush et al. 1977) have argued that phyletic
lineages with higher rates of chromosomal evolution also
exhibit higher rates of morphological diversification and
higher rates of origin of postzygotic reproductive isolation.
Although a specific mechanism was not presented, they promoted the idea of a causal link between all three types of
change--genomic rearrangements precipitate changes in
patterns of gene regulation, which in turn foster the origin
of reproductive isolation. The types of genomic reorganization emphasized by Wilson and colleagues were largescale events, such as chromosomal fusions, translocations,
and inversions (White 1978). The requirements for fixing
such rearrangements are thought to be stringent because of
the strong underdominance for fitness expected in chromosomal heterozygotes (Walsh 1982; Lande 1984),although
some empirical evidence suggests otherwise (Coyne et al.
1993).
On the other hand, genomic reorganization via the process envisioned above promotes the origin of strong reproductive isolation by chromosomal repatterning without
either sister taxon going through a bottleneck in fitness.
The divergent resolution of genomic redundancies in effect
induces small-scale changes in the genetic maps of sister
taxa, thereby erecting a natural isolating barrier. Although
the BDM-incompatibility factor model and the chromosomal model are often viewed as competing explanations
for the origin of postzygotic isolation, the gene-duplication
model that we present is consistent with both explanations-chromosomal repatterning resulting from divergent resolution of gene duplicates induces small-scale negative epistatic interactions between locations of ancestral
and descendent sites of genes. Studies such as Fischer et
al. (2000) that reject the chromosomal model of speciation
on the basis of an observed absence of large chromosomal
translocations ignore the more likely possibility that closely
related species harbor many small-scale map changes.

In the field of animal speciation, the litmus test for a
fully general model of genomic incompatibility is often
viewed as the ability to explain the fact that the first step
in postzygotic isolation generally involves the heterogametic sex (Haldane's rule) and that such problems quickly
advance from the F, to the F, generation. The extent to
which explanations for Haldane's rule provide general explanations for the genetic mechanisms of speciation is unclear, since the vast majority of eukaryotic species do not
have sex chromosomes. Nevertheless, the fact that scenarios involving gene duplications with at least one resident on a sex chromosome yield predictions that are compatible with Haldane's rule suggests a possible mechanistic
connection with gene duplication. Because the autosomes
and/or the X chromosome must jointly contain the full
set of genes essential for female function (assuming females to be the homogametic sex), F, females necessarily
carry a complete set of functional genes. On the other
hand, male-specific genes can be distributed over the autosomes, the X, and the Y chromosomes. Since male offspring acquire only two of these three sets of genes from
each parent, there are numerous ways of obtaining noncomplementing sets of male-specific genes in F, hybrids,
especially when issues of haploinsufficiency, gametic imprinting, and dosage compensation are taken into consideration. The divergent resolution of X/Y genes provides a
particularly simple mechanism for generating viability
and/or fertility problems in F, males, although it remains
to be seen whether such events are common. Our model
is entirely compatible with the dominance theory for Haldane's rule, which posits that reduced hybrid viability and/
or fertility in the heterogametic sex is a consequence of
X-linked mutations that act as deleterious recessives on a
hybrid background (Muller 1942; Orr 1993; Turelli and
Orr 1995).
The models outlined above are overly simplistic in many
respects, but in ways that are likely to underestimate the
role of gene duplication in the origin of species isolating
barriers. First, significant loss of gene expression was assumed to occur only in double loss-of-function homozygotes, whereas haploinsufficiency may often result in inviabilitylsterility of hybrid progeny carrying a single active
gene copy. In addition, loss of gene (sub)function was assumed to result entirely from degenerative mutations incurred by regulatory and/or coding regions, while the possible importance of trans-acting regulatory elements was
ignored. A poorly understood but frequent consequence of
interspecific hybridization is allelic suppression (the absence
of expression of one or both parental alleles despite their
full expression in the parental species; Whitt et al. 1973;
Parker et al. 1985; Sampsell and Held 1985; Houchins et
al. 1997). The occurrence of allelic suppression further
broadens the generality of the gene-duplication model of
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reproductive isolation because it provides still another
mechanism by which complete absence of gene function
may occur in F, hybrids.
Second, although we have couched the gene-duplication
model for the origin of genomic incompatibility in terms
of the divergent resolution of duplicate genes, the fundamental mechanisms that we envision are not strictly
limited to orthologous gene duplicates. Divergent resolution can arise with any type of genetic redundancy, including that involving nonorthologous gene families that
carry out similar functions. Although the mechanisms responsible for their origin and maintenance are poorly understood, it is well established that such redundant genetic
pathways are very common in multicellular organisms
(Brookfield 1997a, 1997b; Cooke et al. 1997), and the phenomenon of co-option (Gerhart and Kirschner 1997) suggests a potential role in the origin of postzygotic reproductive barriers.
Third, although our consideration of the divergent resolution of duplicate genes focused entirely on degenerative
mutations, it should be noted that origins of new functions
by one member of a duplicate pair can create the same
level of incompatibility as loss-of-function mutations, provided the copy experiencing neofunctionalization does so
at the expense of the original function. Although neofunctionalization is expected to be a very rare fate of gene
duplicates in small populations (Walsh 1995), it becomes
increasingly common with increasing N. Thus, the geneduplication model for the origin of postzygotic isolation
operates in large as well as small populations, although
the mechanism of divergent resolution is expected to differ.
We note with interest that the one gene that has so far
been associated with reproductive incompatibility in interspecies crosses of Drosophila, the Ods locus, appears to be
a duplicate gene that has experienced strong positive selection (Ting et al. 1998).
How can we test whether gene duplicates actually provide a common basis for the origin of interspecific incompatibilities? Although detailed mapping and molecular
studies may eventually identify the specific sets of genes
underlying an interspecies incompatibility (Ting et al.
1998; Sawamura et al. 2000), the necessary work is enormous. For situations in which pairs of gene duplicates in
closely related taxa are known, an alternative approach is
to directly study divergent resolution by comparing expression patterns of both gene copies in both sister taxa
as well as in an informative out-group containing only
single-copy genes (Force et al. 1999). Perhaps the simplest
approach to testing the gene-duplication model is the
mapping of incompatibility genes in the descendants of
polyploid species that are functionally diploid. Assuming
substantial genomic rearrangements have not occurred
since the polyploidization event, epistatically interacting

pairs of sterilitylinviability genes should commonly map
to the same locations on homeologous chromosomes if
divergent resolution of gene duplicates is a common mechanism for the origin of genomic incompatibilities. Given
the large amount of substrate for divergent resolution in
polyploid species, failure to observe such complementary
mapping would weaken the gene-duplication theory fbr
speciation.
One of the best studied examples of hybrid sterility1
inviability in plants, that involving the indica and japonicrr
cultivars of rice (Oryza sativa), provides evidence that is
at least qualitatively consistent with the origin of postzygotic reproductive isolation by the mechanisms suggested above. No chromosomal rearrangements have been
detected between the two lineages (Li et al. 1997), although
cryptic structural rearrangements cannot be ruled out.
However, crossing experiments with isogenic lines suggest
the presence of duplicate gametic lethals that have been
divergently resolved in the two cultivars (Oka 1974). Onefourth of the gametes produced by the F, progeny of the
two cultivars are nonfunctional, as expected with the independent assortment of a divergently resolved pair of loci.
The exact nature of the genes underlying the genomic
incompatibilities in rice is unknown, but Oka (1974, 1988)
has speculated that a large number of complementary sterility genes have arisen in the rice genome as a consequence
of ancestral chromosomal doubling.
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